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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA,
MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

When Jesus resurrected and brought life back into His cells, into His Body, closed His wounds,
restored all levels of His being, He did it not only within Himself.

In His Resurrection, universal and cosmic wounds were restored that even precede the existence of
the Earth. In His Heart, He transmuted, healed and restored the past of all of Divine and Universal
Creation, from the smallest spiritual wounds up to those that deeply marked the history of the
Universe. All the creatures of God were faced with an opportunity of transcending fear, in the
potency of Love; of transcending darkness, in the potency of His Christic Light.

The love of Christ went throughout His Body and went beyond dimensions, beyond time  and space,
touching those situations and consciousnesses that inhabit the invisible, that which for humanity, up
until today is a mystery and unknown. This Love manifested as a Grace, as an opportunity. The
Divine Hand was held out to those who were fallen so that a new cycle could begin, a new school,
which transcended a civilization, a planet and even the Universe; a school for all beings.

The learning of this Love became available for all those who said "yes". And in this way, a new
cycle of Redemption began for all of life. History began to re-write itself, beginning with a blank
page so that all creatures could tread the path travelled by the Son of God, and all could find the
point of their evolution which makes them worthy for the Creator God, worthy of being called His
children.

The unforgivable was forgiven; the incurable received their chance for healing; those who were lost
saw before them the doorway to their salvation. Christ resurrected and, with Him, all life was made
new.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


